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Executive Summary 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Objective of the Assessment 

The objective of the assessment was two-fold: 

 Investigate how pre-existing livelihood/economic conditions across two different municipal 

classes may relate to coping in Yolanda-stricken areas, and how these conditions may possibly 

continue to relate to longer-term recovery. 

 Undertake the comparison of livelihood data to determine any meaningful difference between 

the different areas in terms of the impact of the typhoon on the livelihoods of the very poor, 

and recovery. 

 

Methodology 

 The Household Economy Approach (HEA) was used to investigate the research question.  

 HEA is a systematic investigation of food, income and expenditure patterns of different wealth 

groups in a particular reference year. HEA analysis starts from an understanding of how people 

make ends meet in a year unaffected by a shock. This baseline picture provides the reference 

point by which to measure the impact of an economic shock on household access to food and 

essential non-food items. HEA analysis also includes an assessment of how current year prices 

and production outcomes will affect food and income access in the upcoming year.  

 16 different barangays (communities) were selected from 2 different livelihood zones. The 

research inquiry involved two different comparisons, namely:  

(i) The very poor in a lowland fishing zone in four Class I villages (Basey Municipality, 

Samar)  and in four Class V villages (Quindapondan Municipality, Eastern Samar), and  

(ii) The very poor in an upland coconut farming zone in four Class I villages (Basey 

Municipality, Samar) and in four Class V villages (Quindapondan Municipality, E.Samar). 

 

Results 

 It was theorised that the Class I villages in Basey Municipality would have economic advantages 

compared to Class V villages in Quindapondan Municipality.  These advantages would have a 

measurable effect on the extent and rate of livelihood recovery post-Yolanda.  

 For instance, Class I villages in Basey Municipality may benefit from better access to the 

Tacloban urban market and hence benefit from the cheaper prices of goods and/or more labour 

opportunities. Relative proximity to a large market could improve access to goods and services 

in a “normal” year as well as speed livelihood recovery after a shock (such as a typhoon).  

Conversely, the remote location of some upland coconut villages in the Quindapondan Class V 
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villages may mean a slower rate of livelihood recovery due to limited labour and market 

opportunities. 

 

Baseline Food Security 

 How the very poor secure food and income as well as how much food and income was secured 

in the pre-Yolanda baseline year was fairly similar from Class I to Class V villages in the two 

municipalities. 

 However, there was one important difference: the results from the wealth breakdown show 

that there are more very poor households in the Class V villages than in the Class I villages. 

 In general, the characteristic of all very poor households is that they do not own key productive 

assets. In fishing zones, the very poor are boat renters not boat owners. As renters, they need to 

negotiate boat access. They also must compensate boat owners for boat use. Another issue is 

that income is highly variable depending on the daily catch.  In the coconut zone, the very poor 

are tenants on land not land owners. As tenants, a portion of the rice and copra harvest is paid 

to the land owner. This makes it difficult to accumulate surplus income. 

 

Post-Yolanda Damages 

 

 Damage to fishing equipment, coconut trees, 

banana trees, paddy fields and root crops by Typhoon 

Yolanda was extensive in both municipalities.  

 However, the extent of the damage was not the 

same. In the Class I villages in the upland coconut zone, 

the impact of the super typhoon on the copra sector was 

about 50%. By contrast, the damage to coconut trees in 

the Class V villages in Quindapondan Municipality was an 

estimated 80%-90%.  

 Class V villages in the lowland fishing zone of 

Quindapondan Municipality also suffered extensive copra 

damage. Many of the very poor in these villages 

combined fishing with copra and root crop farming.  

 

 

 

 

Current Year Results: November 2014 – October 2015 

1. Upland Coconut Zone: The combination of income losses from a devastated copra sector as well 

as higher prices for essential items such as rice, soap, fish and cooking oil will affect household 

total income.  

(i) Class V villages:  If hired labour options in the post-Yolanda construction sector 

continue to be available as projected in 2015, the very poor will be able to meet their 

basic survival and livelihood protection needs. However, they will have to reduce many 

other expenditures (such as clothes, coffee, sugar and fiesta). The risk is that post-
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Yolanda re-construction work may dwindle in mid to late 2015. Another risk is that poor 

households – who suffered significant income losses from downed coconut trees - will 

compete for the same jobs. If construction work cannot effectively replace lost income 

from copra, the very poor will face a significant income deficit as they have limited 

income options. Hence recovery seems more precarious in the Class V villages. This will 

translate not as food insecurity (root crops can be expanded to cover food needs) but as 

an income gap affecting non-food needs.  

(ii) Class I villages: The very poor will be able to return to pre-Yolanda food, income and 

expenditure patterns in 2015. Access to rice cultivation and/or hired labour in the rice 

sector, combined with continued 4P support and the availability of construction work, 

will help replace lost copra income. Nonetheless, they will face some expenditure 

constraints due to the higher price of staple goods. To meet those costs, they will have 

to reduce spending on some non-essential items, such as fiesta or clothes.  

 

 

2. Lowland Fishing Zone:  

(i) Class V villages: Recovery will likely take an additional 6-12 months as the very poor 

did not replant root crops until late 2014 (rebuilding homes and replacing fishing tools 

were the first priorities).  Consequently, the very poor will be able to meet their basic 

survival needs but will face a livelihood protection deficit in the first half of the 

current year. However, from May to October 2015, it is predicted that the very poor 

will be close to pre-Yolanda food, income and expenditure levels as their own-cassava 

becomes available. 

(ii) Class I villages: By taking on additional self-employment, the very poor will be able to 

meet their survival and livelihood protection needs in the current year. They will also 

be able to cover additional desirable expenses such as coffee and sugar, bread, new 

clothes, tobacco, and fiesta.  The very poor in these Class I villages are predicted to 

benefit from better proximity to an area with higher demand for goods and services 

as it will enable more self-employment, such as operating a pedicab, or working in 

construction in Tacloban, or selling prepared food.  In short, they have more options 

to replace reduced fish income in order to meet all their basic needs. 
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Policy Implications 

 Targeting: Although there are more very poor households in the Class V municipality than in the 

Class I municipality, the livelihood patterns of the very poor themselves are not very different.  

 Food Access:  Households in both livelihood zones are able to secure sufficient food one year 

post-Yolanda. Cassava in particular is a fairly flexible food source that can be drawn on when 

households are short on cash to purchase rice. In the fishing zone, fishers are more dependent 

on the fish-rice terms of trade. However, fish is a higher value commodity than rice which 

benefits the fish seller. In general, the very poor had a fairly diverse diet but one that 

nonetheless is very high in staple carbohydrates. 

 Income Access:  In both pre- and post-Yolanda, the very poor fall below the USD $1.25 per 

person per day poverty threshold (see graph below).  

 
Total Income, pre-Yolanda and Current Year (2015) compared to the USD 1.25 pppd poverty line 

 
 

 One year post-Yolanda, total income levels have yet to fully recover and in all cases, total 

income falls below the USD 1.25 per person per day poverty threshold. Poverty is being felt 

mainly as an income (or expenditure) gap which means that the very poor have insufficient 

income to invest in skills or goods that generate livelihood resilience.  

 The income gap in terms of post-Yolanda recovery is shown below:  
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Philippine Peso
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HH/yr 1050 8760 8200 9726

HH/per month 88 730 680 811

person/year 130 1250 1170 1390

** Refers  to total  income not just cash income * Nov 2015 result
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 This income gap is translated as insufficient income to maintain livelihoods at the pre-Yolanda 

level. The current year income gap ranges from about 88 peso -811 peso per household per 

month.  This compares to a local labour rate of 120 – 200 peso per person per day. In relation to 

fish sales, big fish typically sell for about 100-150 peso per kg.  

 The income gap is highest in the lowland fishing Class V villages of Quindapondan municipality 

because their livelihood costs were relatively high pre-Yolanda due to income diversity. Their 

costs included fishing equipment, boat rental and copra hauling. In November 2014, the income 

gap was estimated at approximately peso 2,300 per household (hh) per month. However, it is 

predicted that once cassava has matured, the gap will drop to about peso 811/hh per month.  

 The 4P programme has been an important resource for the very poor in both Class I and Class V 

villages to fill chronic income gaps. Without this resource, the very poor in the upland coconut 

Class I and Class V villages could not afford the items in the livelihood protection basket. These 

items include essential services (education, medical); diet diversity (protein foods and cooking 

oil); livelihood inputs (seeds, tools, copra hauling, transport); and “standard of living” inputs 

(clothing, coffee/tea, tax).  

 The 4P Programme and Recovery: Many agencies have adapted their funding and programming 

mechanisms to allow the flexible expansion and contraction of ongoing projects during periods 

of relief and recovery in order to provide an integrated approach. The 4P programme could 

adopt this approach and provide expanded livelihood support funding for recovery as long as 

there were clear "exit" benchmarks (i.e., when households returned to pre-shock resource 

levels). One additional tranche of 4P payment in the second year of recovery would help fill the 

income gap.  In addition, widening the “net” to include households who were not receiving the 

4P support is recommended. This would have made a difference to the very poor in the Class V 

fishing villages before their cassava matured.  

 

 The 4P Programme and Livelihood Resilience: Safety 

net interventions help the chronically poor avoid asset 

depletion and destitution during crises and hence promote 

faster recovery post-crisis. Productive safety net programming 

aims to assist the poor to move out of poverty and become 

resilient to shocks. Ultimately, a household moves out of a 

productive safety net programme when they meet the wealth 

criteria of a livelihood resilient wealth group.  Current levels of 

the 4P programme would need to be increased substantially in 

order to provide sustained resources sufficient for livelihood 

resilience. This effort may be too ambitious for a national 

programme as it requires tailored support at the community 

level. Nonetheless, the 4Ps bi-monthly cash transfers, with the emphasis on education, is a vital 

input. Additional support for skill acquisition post-secondary school would be a useful addition.  

 In sum, recovery has been slower in the Class V fishing villages and is more precarious in the 

Class V coconut villages. Recovery is measured by the degree affected households have 

returned to pre-Yolanda levels. 

 However, in both Class 1 and Class V villages, total household income even in the pre-Yolanda 

year was below the poverty line.   
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Introduction and Background 

 

The Emergency: Super Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda) 

 On 8 November 2013, the super Typhoon Haiyan (known locally as Yolanda) hit Leyte, Samar and 

Eastern Samar. Guian, an 

important copra processing centre 

in Eastern Samar, was particularly 

hard hit by the typhoon.  

 Eastern Samar itself is 
divided into 22 municipalities and 
1 city. Overall, it is considered to 
have some of the poorest farming 
and fishing communities in the 
Philippines. 

 However, Eastern Samar is 
also one of the major coconut 
producing provinces of the 
country. 

 Emergency appraisals after 

the typhoon estimated that 11.2 

million people were affected 

(USAID Fact Sheet 15).   

 Emergency efforts focused 

initially on delivering food and 

basic services (water, hygiene and 

shelter). Rehabilitation continued 

throughout the 2014 year in order 

to clear farm land, remove debris from the sea, distribute seeds and tools, and rehabilitate damaged 

infrastructure.  

 Relief packages to the assessment area included a range of goods such as: (i) food (rice, noodles, 

sardines, coffee, sugar, milk, and baby formula); (ii) hygiene kits: (iii) household items such as 

sleeping mats, blankets, basin, clothes; and (v) livelihood support items including fishing gear, 

seedlings and cash transfers. In the assessed Basey Class I villages, relief assistance was provided 

until March-April 2014. In the assessed Quindapondan Class V villages, relief aid continued until 

May-June 2014.  

 By the time of the first anniversary of Typhoon Yolanda, there are many signs of livelihood recovery. 

For instance, since the super typhoon, there has been two rice harvests (April and November 2014). 

Root crops are being harvested again (starting in August 2014); banana and plantain trees are finally 

bearing fruit; and there was a copra harvest in 2014, albeit at a low level.  Fishers were also back 

fishing, if not by boat then by shore. 

 For the purposes of this report, the super typhoon Haiyan/Yolanda is called typhoon Yolanda. 
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The Assessment Approach 

Assessment Objectives 

 The objective of the rapid HEA assessment was to determine to what extent living in a better-off 

municipality (Basey, Munciplaity Class 1) affected livelihood recovery compared to living in a 

poorer municipality (Quindapondan, Municipality Class V).    

 The inquiry also compared the very poor from two different livelihood zones: (i) lowland fishing; 

and (ii) upland coconut farming.  

  There were three parts to this inquiry: 

(i) Comparison of baseline food, income and expenditures patterns in the pre-Yolanda year 

(ii) Assessment of the extent of damage from typhoon Yolanda 

(iii) Assessment of the extent of livelihood recovery one year post-Yolanda 

 Field work was carried out in two stages. The first step involved meeting with community 

leaders at the municipal level in order to determine the village sample. 8 villages per livelihood 

zone (4 in a Class I municipality and 4 villages in a Class V municipality) were selected after the 

municipal level discussions. The selected villages were chosen on the basis that they were 

representative of fishing and coconut farming economies.  

 The first step of the inquiry 

also involved establishing the criteria 

of wealth and poverty in each village. 

These criteria were outlined by 

barangay leaders. Once these criteria 

were determined, eight (8) household 

representatives who met the criteria 

of the very poor group were selected 

by the local leaders for the follow-up 

food, income and expenditure 

interview.  

 The second step of the 

assessment involved collecting data 

on pre-Yolanda livelihoods and post-

Yolanda impacts. Data was collected 

using HEA field assessment tools. 

Following the interviews, food, 

income and expenditure data were 

entered into a baseline storage 

spreadsheet. A current year scenario 

was created based on price and 

production data provided by household representatives. Calculations of changes to food and 

income access were made using the HEA single zone analysis spreadsheet.  

 The field work schedule and sample design are shown in the table above. 

Basey (Samar)

Municipality Class I Barangays Field Visit

Upland Coconut Zone Mongabong 22-Oct

Villa Aurora 22-Oct

Balante 23-Oct

Guintiguian 23-Oct

Lowland Fishing Zone Canmanilla 24-Oct

Bacubac 24-Oct

Tingib 25-Oct

San Antonio 25-Oct

   Quindapondan (E. Samar)

Municipality Class V Barangays Field Visit

Upland Coconut Zone San Isidro 27-Oct

Cagdaja 27-Oct

Anislag 28-Oct

Cambilla 28-Oct

Lowland Fishing Zone Santa Margarita 29-Oct

Palactad 29-Oct

Naga 30-Oct

Buena Vista 30-Oct
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Findings – Overview of the Livelihood Zones 

 

Upland Coconut Zone 

 This upland agricultural area is characterised by root crop and copra farming.  Rice is also 

cultivated in the Basey Municipality Class I villages.  

 The heaviest rainfall in Eastern Samar usually comes between October-February, coinciding with 

the typhoon season. This pattern is different from northern Philippines where rainfall is typically 

highest from July-November. 

 Rice, cassava, sweet potato, taro and vegetables are the primary crops grown for own 

consumption. The seasonal farming calendar for the major crops is illustrated below.  Rice is 

planted and harvested usually twice during the year. The seasonal timing differs somewhat 

between municipalities. In Basey, in the pre-Yolanda year, rice was harvested in August 2012 

and then in March 2013. In Quindapondan, rice was harvested in November 2012 and in April 

2013.  

 Sweet potato is available seasonally. Usually there are 2-3 harvests in the year.  

 By contrast, once matured, cassava, is available all year round. In this respect, it acts like a 

reserve crop that buffers households against food gaps when there is not enough cash for rice. 

Seasonal Calendar – Upland Coconut Zone 

 

 

 Rice is also sold by farmers in their local market after the harvest.  Local rice tends to stay in the 

region and is re-sold during the year. 

 Rice is purchased throughout the year. However, it peaks right before the rice harvest in 

January-February and July-August, when households’ own-stocks are finished. In the Class V 

villages, where rice is not grown, rice purchases peak after the copra harvest when households 

have cash to buy basic food.  

 There are different types of rice in the market. NFA rice sells for the lowest price as it is 

subsidised by the government. The rice typically comes from Manila and Cebu. There is also 

commercial rice from Manila and Cebu which is more expensive (i.e., pre-Yolanda, 35-40 peso 

per kg compared to 28-32 peso per kg sack for local rice). It is usually higher quality rice. 

 Root crops are not typically sold for cash by the very poor. However, cassava is bartered for rice 

in local markets.  

Month Dec Dec

Peak rains

Rice LPland preparation harvest land prep + planting

Cassava

Sweet Potato

Coconut, harvest+sales

Rice Purchase

Fiesta

Jan Feb Mar Apr May NovJun Jul Aug Sep Oct

typhoon season north-east monsoon

harvest

Fiesta

peak purchase peak purchase

havest harvest

harvest

south-east monsoon

harvestland prep + planting

continual harvest

land prep + plantingland prep + plantingharvest harvest

harvest
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 The main cash crop is copra.  If the volume of copra sales is low, it is sold for a low price on local 

markets (i.e, in Anislag or Basey). Traders then transport the copra to processing centres in 

Guian or Tacloban. Households with a higher volume of copra to sell pay for their own transport 

directly to the processing centres in order to benefit from the higher sale price there. 

 Men and women are both engaged in farming activities. However, only men typically work in 

the copra sector, climbing the trees to harvest the fruit, and hauling the fruit for sale. Moreover, 

men typically carry out land clearing for all crops as well as hauling bananas and plantain for 

sale. Women’s work is in the food crop sector. Both men and women are involved in planting, 

weeding and harvesting rice and root crops whether in their own fields or as hired labour on 

others’ fields. Weeding root crops is usually the work of young girls. 

 Various diseases affect root crops creating leaf wilt and root rot and leading to re-planting of the 

crop.  Rice is affected by some diseases as well as pests such as black bugs, inch worms and rats.  

The main treatment is to spray palay with a pesticide.  Moreover, there are insects that attack 

coconuts although there is no treatment to counter the pests. In terms of pests affecting banana 

and plantains, farmers create smoke which helps to deter the pests. 

 The major hazard is tyohoons. Severe typhoons causing widespread and extensive damage are 

not frequent. The last two major typhoons (Typhoon Onding and Typhoon Yoning) were over 

twenty years ago.  Typhoon Onding damaged approximately 50% of the coconut trees and root 

crops whereas Typhoon Yoning damaged an estimated 25% of crops. 

 After those typhoons, the main recovery strategy was to re-plant more root crops. The very 

poor relied on root crop consumption until copra production - and copra income – recovered, 

allowing more rice purchase as well as the purchase of other essential non-food items. 

 

Lowland Fishing Zone 

 Fishing is a year round activity and both men and women are engaged in fishing activities. Men 

tend to do more of the shore fishing but both women and men fish by boat.  Women are more 

actively engaged in selling fish. Much of the fish is sold in local markets, particularly small 

shrimp, stingray, and other small fish. Crabs and other large fish are usually transported by 

traders to the Tacloban market to meet local demand there.  

Seasonal Calendar Lowland Fishing Zone 

 

 There are seasonal variations in the type of fishing pursued as well as seasonal fluctuations in 

the volume of the daily catch. 

Month Dec Dec

Peak rains

Typhoon season

peak fishing

poor fishing harvest land prep + planting harvest land prep + planting

cassava

Rice Purchase

Fiesta Fiesta

Jan Feb Mar Apr May NovJun Jul Aug Sep Oct

daily purchase

peak rainfallnorth-east monsoon

typhoon seasontyphoon season

peak fishing

poor fishing

continual harvest (peaks for 9 months)

south-east monsoon
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 Daily earnings from fish 

sales are highly variable.  For 

fishers, how much income can be 

earned depends on a four factors: 

(i) frequency of fishing which is 

itself based on daily access to boats 

and nets as well as the condition of 

the sea water on a daily and 

seasonal basis; (ii) quantity of fish 

caught; (iii) sale price of the 

different varieties of fish; and (iv) 

payment arrangement with the 

boat owner (see text box above). 

 There are a number of 

different methods of fishing as well 

as different types of fish that are 

caught in the area.  

 Typically, a fisher will select 

the method of fishing – net, line, 

spear, trap or shore fishing – 

depending on sea conditions as 

well as their access to the required 

equipment. They do not carry out the different fishing methods all on the same day.  

 In one village, namely Palactad, the fishers typically specialised in a certain method of fishing 

(either net fishing (lambat) or line fishing (kitang) or pangal fishing). When waters are too rough 

for paddle boats, fishers go shore fishing for small fish and shrimp using a small, home-made 

frame (sudsod). They can also do spear fishing without a boat.   

 In general, conditions are too rough to go out by boat about once a week. Low tide is also a 

good time for shore fishing. In Tingib, when the seas are rough, conditions are better for 

catching shrimp as the rough water disturbs the shrimp bringing them closer to the surface and 

hence easier to catch. Dynamite fishing is also used for this reason but it can also be disruptive. 

 

 The frequency of fishing also 

depends on seasonal factors. In Naga, 

December-January-February are principal low 

fishing months when the sea is often rough 

and fishing is typically restricted to shore 

fishing.  In Palactad, the season of reduced 

fishing is July-August. Fishers go out to sea at 

the same frequency but the daily catch is 

typically reduced from 3 kg per day to 1 kg 

per day as they stay at sea for a few hours 

only. 

 

Typical daily catch: 

Big fish (by boat and net): 2-4 kg per day, sold @ 100-150 

peso/kg 

Small fish: 0.5-1.5 kg per day, 0.5 kg kept for home consumption, 

sold @ 60-100 peso/kg 

Small crab: 1-2 kg per day sold @ 100-120 peso/kg 

Large crab: 1 kg per catch, sold @ 250-400 peso/kg 

Shrimp (by boat and net): 1.5-2.5 kg/day, sold @ 120 peso/kg 

BASEY Rental arrangements

Tingib 6 days per week

One-sixth of profits to 

the boat owner

Bacubac 6 days per week

50% of catch paid to 

boat owner (excluding 

small fish)

Canmanilla 6 days per week

33% of the catch paid to 

the boat owner

San Antonio 6 days per week

Option 1: Solo from 4 

am - 6 am: pay: 33% of 

catch to boat owner

Option 2: Fish with boat 

owner all  nigh and pay 

66% of the catch

QUINDAPONDAN Rental Arrangements

Buena Vista Rent 2 days per week Pay 20 P / day

Naga Rent 3 days per week Pay 20 P / day

Palactad Rent boat from 7 pm - 5 am Pay about 33% of catch

Sta Margarita

Rents boat at alternative 

times with the boat owner 

either day or night

10%-50% of the daily 

catch paid to the boat 

owner depending on the 

type of fish
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 The daily catch also depends on the type of fish caught as well as the method used. The 

different types of fish included shrimp, crab, and sting ray as well as different varieties of big and 

small fish. Some species, such as large crab (alimango) fetch a high market price (250 peso/kg)  

but are less common to catch (ie., 1 kg/day).  The typical daily catch of the various fish varieties 

in the Pre-Yolanda reference year is summarised in the box above.   

 

The Pre-Yolanda Baseline Year 

 

Two key questions guided the baseline inquiry:  

(i) Did the definition of wealth and poverty as well as the proportion of the very poor in each 

community differ between the Class I and Class V municipalities? 

(ii) Did food, income and expenditure patterns within each zone differ between Class I and l 

Class V municipalities during the pre-Yolanda baseline year?  

 

The Wealth Breakdown – Pre Yolanda 

  

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

V.Poor

Poor

Middle-Income

Better-off

Fishing_Basey

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

V.Poor
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Middle-Income

Better-off

Fishing_Quindapondan
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V.Poor
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Middle-Income

Better-off

Coconut_Basey
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Middle-Income
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Coconut_Quindapondan
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 The results show that in Basey Municipality Class I villages, there were more households in the 

middle-income group.  

 Conversely, the highest proportion of poor and very poor households was in the Class V villages 

of the Upland Coconut Zone.  

 Pre-Yolanda, an estimated 88% of households in the Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages 

of the Upland Coconut Zone fell in the very poor and poor household category. By comparison, 

very poor and poor households comprised an estimated 75% of households in the Lowland 

Fishing Zone of Quindapondan. 60% of households in the Upland Coconut Zone of Basey 

Municipality and 52% of households in the Lowland Fishing Zone of Basey Municipality. 

 

Wealth Characteristics – Pre-Yolanda 

Upland Coconut Zone 

 

 

 The defining characteristic of the very poor is that they do not own land but are instead tenant 

farmers or daily labourers without any land at all. As a tenant, a portion (usually half) of the 

income earned from copra sales goes to the land owner.  

 By contrast, poor, middle-income and better-off households typically own some land. Hence 

they keep all the profit from rice and copra sales. Moreover, they produce a higher volume of 

copra which allows them to take advantage of higher sale prices in the copra processing centres 

(Tacloban and Guian).  

Coconut Zone

Basey Municipality - Class 1

V.Poor Poor Middle-Income Better-off

tenant: 0.5 ha land owned: 0.5 ha land owned: 1 ha land owned: 2 ha
pigs: 0                  

carabaos: 0

pigs: 0.5-1.5,                    

carabaos: 0

pigs: 1-2                    

carabaos: 0.5-1.5

pigs: 1-2                   

carabaos: 1.5-2.5 

copra trees: 0-50 copra trees:  50-100 copra trees: 100+ copra trees: 100+

daily labour (rice, 

copra, root crops) daily labour own shop

own shop                        

moto-taxis

sells copra locally sells copra in Tacloban sells in Tacloban sells in Tacloban

remittances remittances remittances

tenant: 0.5 ha land owned: 1 ha land owned:2-3 ha land owned: 3-5 ha

pigs: 0                 

carabaos: 0

pigs; 0.5-1.5                

carabaos: 0

pigs: 1-2                   

carabaos: 1-3

pigs: 1-2                   

carabaos: 1-3 

copra trees: 75-150 copra trees:  150-300 copra trees: 300+ copra trees: 300+

daily labour (root 

crops, copra) daily labour moto-taxis own-business

sells copra locally sells copra in Guian sells copra in Guian sells copra in Guian

Quindapondan Municipality  - Class V
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 The other defining characteristic of the very poor is that their main source of income comes 

from daily labour.  

 Very poor households are typically larger than the other wealth groups. A typical household size 

of the very poor is 8-9. By comparison, poor and middle-income households are usually 6-7 

people and better-off households are 5-6 people.  

 Notably, land area cultivated and copra trees owned are higher in the Quidapondan Class V 

villages than in the Basey Class I villages.  

 

Lowland Fishing Zone 

 

 In the lowland fishing zone, the defining characteristic of the very poor is that they do not own 

boats. As boat renters, they pay a portion of the profits of their daily catch to the boat owner. 

Moreover, the very poor must negotiate access to boats with the boat owner. These 

arrangements differ by barangay. 

 The other defining characteristic of the very poor is that they do not typically own equipment 

for fishing large volumes of fish, such as large fish nets or large traps. Typically, they own spears, 

nylon line, hooks, flashlights, small traps or nets that they make themselves and other local 

equipment such as the kitang.  

 The very poor do not receive remittances. Some poor as well as middle-income and better-off 

households often receive remittances from family members living in Manila or other major 

urban centre. 

 Within the two zones, there is some variation in land access, and this constitutes the main 

difference between the two municipalities:  

(i)  Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages:  it is relatively common for the very poor to 

rent or own land for root crop and copra farming. For instance, in Naga, about half of boat 

renters own land. A further 25% rent land. The remaining 25% of boat renters do not farm but 

are reliant on casual labour earnings to supplement fish income.  

Fishing Zone

Basey Municipality - Class 1

V.Poor Poor Middle-Income Better-off

tenant: 0-0.75 ha tenant tenant + owner land owner

carabaos: 0 carabaos: 0-1 carabaros: 1-2 carabaos: 1-2

pigs: 0-1 pigs: 0.5-1.5 pigs: 0.5-1.5 pigs: 1-2

rents boat owns paddle boat owns motor boat owns motor boat

nylon line, hooks, 

spear

nylon line, hooks, 

spear line, nets, traps lines, nets, trap

tenant: 0.75-3 ha tenant + land owner land owner land owner

carabaos: 0 carabaos: 0-1 carabaros: 0.5-1 carabaos: 1

copra trees: 30-1000

rents boat owns paddle boat owns motorboat owns motorboat

nylon line, hooks, 

spear

nylon line, hooks, 

spear line, nets, traps lines, nets, trap

Quidapondan Municipality - Class V
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Food Sources – Pre Yolanda 

 

The graph to the left 

presents the sources of 

food for very poor 

households in the two 

different municipalities 

and in the two different 

livelihood zones for the 

period November 2012- 

October 2013 (the pre-

Yolanda baseline year) 

Food is presented as a 

percentage of 2100 kcal 

per person per day for 

the 12-month period.  

 

In the graph, food access is expressed as a percentage of minimum food requirements, taken as an 

average food energy intake of 2100 kcals per person per day. 

 

Upland Coconut Zones 

 In both municipalities, food access was very similar for very poor land tenants. 

 Food from own crop production comprised 

about 50% of total annual household food 

energy.  The remaining 50% came from food 

purchases. In both municipalities, rice was 

the staple food purchased by the very poor 

(30%-35% of total annual household food 

energy). Sugar, cooking oil and fish (both 

dried fish, fresh fish and sardines) comprised 

10%-15% of annual household food energy 

in the reference year.  Bread (although often 

purchased daily) and noodles comprised a 

small portion of household annual food 

energy.   

 Overall, carbohydrates (root crops and rice) comprised 63%-72% of the total food energy 

consumed by the very poor in the reference year. The highest proportion of carbohydrates in 

the diet was found amongst the very poor in Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages.  

  

Rice and cassava (kamoteng kahoy) are 

eaten daily by the very poor in the Upland 

Coconut Zones. Typically cassava is eaten 

at breakfast with cooked plantain 

although this is replaced seasonally with 

bread and coffee. Lunch is either sweet 

potato, rice or cassava with fish and 

vegetables. Dinner is usually rice with fish 

and vegetables. Plantains, bananas or 

cassava replace rice if a household cannot 

afford to buy rice.  
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 Very poor households grow a wide variety of vegetables. These food items do not provide a lot 

of food energy. Nonetheless, they provide essential nutrients.  The vegetables grown in the 

upland coconut zone include: eggplant, okra, bitter melon, pumpkin, beans and green leafy 

plants, amongst others. 

 Hired agricultural labour is paid either in kind (i.e., rice) or in cash.  The rate is 2 kg/rice per 

person for a half day’s labour. Cash payments seemed slightly more common; hence earnings 

from agricultural labour was recorded as cash income rather than as a food source. 

 There were differences between the two municipalities. These differences are summarised as 

follows: 

(i) Basey Municipality Class I villages: Very poor land tenants in general had access to 

lowland paddy fields. Hence, in the pre-Yolanda baseline year, about 15% of their food 

energy came from own rice production. As tenants, half of the harvest was paid to the 

land owner.  A further 25%-30% of annual food energy came from root crops (cassava, 

sweet potato and taro). The remaining 10%-12% of own crop consumption came from 

plantains, bananas, coconuts and various vegetables.   Overall, the very poor in Basey 

consumed more rice including from their own production as well as from purchases. In 

part this may reflect a cultural preference for rice and hence households will prioritise 

spending on rice when cash is available. 

(ii) Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages: 

Very poor land tenants mainly consumed root 

crops grown on rented land. They do not pay the 

land owner any portion of the root crop harvest. 

Root crop production is dominated by cassava as 

it can be harvested all year round.  Cassava is 

also bartered for rice if households do not earn 

enough income to pay cash for rice. 

Supplementary root crops are sweet potato, taro 

and yam which are available seasonally. The very poor also consume plantains, banana, 

coconuts and a variety of vegetables.   

 

  

Every day of the year we eat 

kamoteng kahoy (cassava). 

When we don’t have money for 

rice, we eat cassava three 

meals a day.  

HH representatives, Cagdaja 
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UPLAND COCONUT ZONE

MONTHLY CONSUMPTION CALENDAR

Breakfast Lunch Dinner Comments

2013

November

1-2 kg cassava  (4 

very large pieces) 

w/ plantain

2 kg sweet 

potato + taro 

(15 pieces); 

plantain (1 

bunch)

1 kg rice w/ 

sauce of dried 

fish(2 pieces) 

and vegetables  Rice price 32-33 peso/kg

December

cassava w/ 

plantain

cassava/sweet 

potato,, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ sauce of 

dried fish and 

vegetables  Rice price 32-33 peso/kg

2014

January

 cassava + rice 

porridge 1 x per 

week

cassava/sweet 

potato, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ fish and 

veg. Fresh fish 

1 x per week

Rice price increased to 36-

38 peso/kg

February

cassava + rice 

porridge 1 x per 

week

cassava/sweet 

potato, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ fish and 

veg. Fresh fish 

1 x per week Rice price 36-38 peso/kg

March

cassava + rice 

porridge 1 x per 

week

cassava/sweet 

potato, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ fish and 

veg. Fresh fish 

1 x per week Rice price 36-38 peso/kg

April

cassava + rice 

porridge 1 x per 

week

cassava/sweet 

potato, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ fish and 

veg. Fresh fish 

3-4 x per week Rice price 36-38 peso/kg

May

bread + coffee 4 x 

p.week. Cassava 3 

x p. week

rice w/ taro 

and pork 2 x 

per week. 

rice w/  fish or 

left-over pork + 

veg Rice price 36-38 peso/kg

June

bread + coffee 4 x 

p.week. Cassava 3 

x p. week

cassava/sweet 

potato, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ fish and 

veg. Sardines 1 

x per week Rice price 36-38 peso/kg

July 

bread + coffee 3 x 

p.week. Cassava 4 

x p. week

cassava/sweet 

potato, taro, 

plantain

rice w/ fish and 

veg. Sardines 1 

x per week Rice price 36-38 peso/kg

August

bread + coffee 2-3 

x p. week. Rice 

porridge 1 x p. 

week + cassava

rice w/ pork or 

chicken for 

Fiesta

rice w/ fish or 

left-over meat

Rice price increased to 40-

42 peso/kg

September

cassava w/ 

plantain

sweet potato, 

taro, plantain 

w/ dried fish

rice w/ dried 

fish or sardines 

and veg Rice price  40-42 peso/kg

October

cassava w/ 

plantain

sweet potato, 

plantain w/ 

dried fish

rice w/ dried 

fish or sardines 

and veg Rice price 40-42 peso/kg
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Lowland Fishing Zone 

 There was more livelihood diversity in the fishing villages than in the upland coconut zones. For 

instance, some fishers combine fishing and farming. Those without access to land combined 

fishing with daily labour. 

 In general, “fishers do not grow palay (rice)” as one household representative reported from 

Bacubac barangay. Only in Canmanilla was there an example of very poor fishers who were also 

tenant farmers growing rice (as well as root crops).  

 Overall, most of the food energy was consumed as carbohydrates (rice and cassava).  In the 

Basey Municipality Class I villages, 84% of annual household food energy came mainly from rice 

(73%) as well as bread, noodles and some cassava. In the Quindapondan Municipal Class V 

villages, about 80% of annual household food energy was from rice and cassava as well as other 

carbohydrates. 

 Differences between the two municipalities include the following observations: 

(i) Basey Municipality Class 1 villages: Fishers have small backyard gardens planted with 

cassava, sweet potato, taro and vegetables. However, most of their food is purchased using 

income earned from fish sales, the 4P programme and daily agricultural labour.  

(ii) Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages:  

Very poor fishers in the selected villages were 

mainly boat renters. Amongst the boat renters, 

about 50-75% combined fishing with farming 

(either root crops and copra or just root crops).  

Consequently, in the pre-Yolanda baseline year 

food sources reflected the combined economic 

activities of fishing and root crop farming. Food 

from own crops (cassava, sweet potato, taro, 

yam, plantains, bananas and vegetables) comprised about 38% of annual household food 

needs.  

  

In Naga, the very poor eat 

kamoteng kahoy (cassava) for 3 

meals per day during 9 months of 

the year. Only in July-August-

September (the peak fishing 

months) do they reduce cassava 

to one meal per day.  
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Income Sources – Pre-Yolanda 

 

 

The graph provides a breakdown of total annual cash income in Philippine pesos according to income 

source. 

Upland Coconut Zones 

 Income of the very poor comes from three main sources: (i) copra sales; (ii) daily agricultural 

labour (suhol); and (iii) self-employment, such as taking in laundry, carpentry, and/or selling 

coconut vinegar or alcohol.  

 In both Basey and Quindapondan Municipalities, the primary source of income is daily labour. 

Most of the daily labour is in the agricultural sector. 

 The only real difference between the zones was that in Basey Municipality Class I villages there 

was more hired work on lowland rice (palay) farms including land preparation, weeding and 

harvesting. This difference should mean the faster recovery of agricultural labour income, post 

Yolanda, as rice farming resumed fairly soon after Yolanda hit, and in 2014 there were 2 

harvests (March and October).  Self-employment activities (such as laundry, sales of coconut 

vinegar/alcohol, carpentry) were slightly more common in Basey Municipal Class I villages than 

in the Quindapondan Municipal Class V villages. 

 Daily labour opportunities in Quindapondan Municipal Class V villages included land clearing and 

weeding root crops, and harvesting and husking copra. Hauling copra, bananas and plantains for 

transport to market was another common income source.  

 Income from copra sales was relatively low as very poor households did not own many coconut 

trees. Hence, it is not worth the cost of transport to the processing centres in Guian and 

Tacloban even though the sale price was significantly higher in those centres. Due to the lower 
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volume of copra sold, the very poor sold their copra on the local market (i.e., in Anislag) where 

the price was only 8-15 peso/kg. This compares to 35-55 peso/kg in Guian.  

 The very poor in the Basey Municipal Class I villages typically sold their copra for 15 peso/kg in 

the baseline year compared to 8-9 peso/kg received by the very poor in Quindapondan 

Municipal Class V villages. However, a better sale price did not translate into more copra income 

because the very poor in Basey Municipality had very few coconut trees compared to 

Quindapondan Municipality.  

 The 4P programme provides extremely important income support to very poor households. 

 

Lowland Fishing Zones 

 In the fishing zones, the major income source is from fish sales.   

 The typical daily earnings from fishing range from 100 peso per day to 1,000 peso per day during 

the peak fishing months. This shows how variable income earned from fishing can be.  In 

Quindapondan Municipal Class V villages, typical weekly earnings ranged from 600 peso/week 

to 1,200 peso/week. 

 In both zones, fishers without land received support through the 4P programme. Those with 

access to farm land, albeit as a tenant, typically did not receive 4P support. 

 Differences between the zones include the following: 

(i) Basey Municipality Class I villages: Fishers typically combined fishing, daily agricultural 

labour in the paddy fields with self-employment activities such as laundry or pedicab (rental) 

as well as 4P support. 

The Role of Credit 

There are different types of credit available in the two zones.  

(i) “5/6”loans: These loans are typically small amounts (i.e, around 500 pesos). 

Interest is relatively high at 20%. However, the very poor use these loans when 

they have a sudden cash need but are cash short. 

(ii) KNBY loans: These are loans for higher amounts (e.g., 3,000 peso per loan). The 

loan plus interest is paid back in weekly installments (i.e, 200-300 peso per week) 

over several months. 

(iii) SariSari Stores: This is the most common type of credit taken by the very poor. 

SariSari stores are small stores or kiosks that sell the basic commodities needed by 

villagers in small amounts. The very poor often take food and basic non-food items 

on credit. The debt is paid when the very poor sell their rice harvest, or the copra 

harvest, or when they receive a 4P installment.  In general, debts must be re-paid 

within a year (if not sooner). Otherwise, further credit is not advanced.  

Credit was not available immediately after Typhoon Yolanda.  However, when Yolanda 

reconstruction work began, households were able to take store credit again. 
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(ii) Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages:  Fishers with land (rented or owned) combined 

fishing with copra sales and daily agricultural labour. Fishers without land access combined 

fishing with daily labour and 4P support. 

 

Expenditures – Pre Yolanda 

 

The graph presents 

expenditure patterns 

for the reference 

year November 

2012-October 2013.  

While total 

expenditure differs 

by zone, the 

expenditure 

breakdown by 

percent in this graph 

demonstrates the 

relative amount of 

income spent on 

different categories.   

 

The graph provides a breakdown of total annual cash expenditure according to category of expenditure. 

Upland Coconut Zones 

 Staple food expenses reflect rice purchases. Rice purchases comprised 30%-36% of annual 

household food needs. Typically, households reported buying 25 kg of rice after each copra 

harvest. This would last 3 weeks if families consumed about 1 kg per day (or enough for one 

meal). In addition, households used the 4P money to buy rice 4-6 times per year. Furthermore, it 

is common for households to barter cassava (kamoteng kahoy) for rice.  

 The price of rice depended on whether households purchased commercial rice (36-40 peso/kg) 

or NFA rice (25-32 peso/kg). In the Basey Municipality Class I villages, the very poor 

proportionately spent more on rice because they typically paid the higher commercial price. 

Commercial rice is reported to have a better flavour. Hence, it is likely that this choice reflected 

a desire for better quality rice than due to what type of rice was available in the market. 

 In both municipalities, common non-food expenditures included coffee, salt, soap and shampoo, 

clothes, school uniforms, school supplies and fiesta expenses. If there is spare money, the very 

poor purchased tobacco and alcohol as well as gave students pocket money (i.e., 1-2 peso/day). 
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 Differences between the Basey and 

Quindapondan villages were as follows: 

(i) Basey Municipality Class I villages: As many of 

the very poor produced their own rice, they did not 

purchase rice all year round. Instead, during the 

baseline period, pre-Yolanda, they purchased rice about 

8 months of the year (i.e., the rice harvest lasted about 

4 months during October-November and May-April).  

The very poor in this zone spent very little on electricity 

and kerosene (due to lower rates. They also spent less 

on transport (reflecting proximity to market centres). 

(ii) Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages:  

In general, the very poor spent proportionately less on 

rice as they tended to buy the lower quality NFA rice at 

the reduced price.  The very poor in this municipality 

had higher transport costs as well as higher electricity 

costs (as well as higher kerosene expenses in the 

remote villages without electricity).  

Lowland Fishing Zones 

 Rice was the staple food purchased by the very poor in 

the baseline year.  In the Basey Municipality Class I 

villages, rice purchases comprised 73% of household 

annual food needs and about 80% of food expenditures 

in the baseline year.  In the Quindapondan Municipality 

Class V villages, rice purchases comprised about 40% of 

annual household food needs (supplementing root crop 

production) and about 70% of food expenditures in the 

baseline year. In both municipalities, the very poor 

purchased a mix of NFA and commercial rice. There is a 

significant price difference between the two types of 

rice. NFA rice was typically 28-32 peso/kg. By contrast, 

commercial rice was 36-40 peso/kg. 

 The other important food items purchased by the very poor were bread, coffee, sugar, oil, fish 

and a little pork or chicken.  

 The key non-food expenditures in both municipalities were coffee, fiesta expenses, transport, 

school supplies and school uniforms, clothes, soap and shampoo. 

 The main difference between the municipalities was expenditure on livelihood inputs. In part, 

the higher expenditures in Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages reflect the daily cash 

payment to boat owners. By contrast, the Basey Municipality Class I villagers reported paying a 

portion of the catch to the boat owner. This was recorded as a direct deduction from the catch 

rather than as an expenditure.  

80-100 peso/day = typical food 

expenditure by a v.poor HH of 6-8 

1 kg rice =  32 peso 

3 packets sugar = 6 pesos 

4 sachets coffee = 12 pesos 

20 bread rolls =  20 pesos 

0.5 kg fish =  30 pesos 

  100 pesos 

Food Expenditures from Copra Sales – 

200 kg/harvest @ 9 peso/kg (1,800 

peso income), Quindapondan 

Municipality 

25 kg rice -  700 peso 

Dried fish - 250 peso 

Fresh fish - 100 peso 

Salt -   10 peso 

Sugar -   40 peso 

Cooking oil - 35 peso 

Debt  -   700 peso 

  1,835 peso 
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Post Yolanda – Current Year Projection 

 

 To assess the effect of the super typhoon on local livelihoods, four key questions were asked 

about the initial impact: 

(i) What was the extent of the damage to productive assets (including copra trees, fruit trees, 

and fishing equipment)?  To what extent have productive assets been recovered or been 

replaced? 

(ii) To what extent has production returned to pre-Yolanda levels in terms of quantity and 

price? 

(iii) What food and income sources replaced lost (or reduced) copra and fishing income? 

(iv) Were current year prices of food and non-food items higher, lower or the same compared 

to pre-Yolanda? 

 

 The table below outlines the estimated damage to copra, root crops and rice in the selected 

villages as well as the extent of recovery.  

 

 Damage to the fishing sector In the immediate aftermath of the typhoon was also extensive 

leading the following impacts:  

(i) Loss of boats, nets and other equipment 

(ii) Debris in the water which further limited fishing 

 The first half of 2014 was focused on re-building assets as well as reconstructing shelter. By 

November 2014, one year after the typhoon, most assets had been replaced, including the 

sudsod frame for shore fishing; the kawil and kitang (a fishing line with many hooks); nylon line; 

spears; flashlights; bintol and pangal traps.   

PRODUCTION - POST YOLANDA DAMAGE AND RECOVERY

CROPS

Yolanda 

Damage - % of 

ref.year

When 

Replanted

When 

Harvested

2014              

% of ref.year

2015             

Current Year 

Projection Comments

cassava   

kamoteng kahoy

0% Jan-Mar 2014 July-Oct 2014 50-75% from Jan 2015 @ 

100%-125%

takes 7-8 months to 

mature

sweet potato   

kamote

0% Dec 2013-Mar 

2014

Mar-Jul 2014 50% Nov 2014 @ 100%

rice              

palay/degas

0% Jan 2014 - Basey Mar-Apr 2014   

Oct-Nov 2014

125% 125% 2 harvests per year.  

coconut 0-20% 

Quindapondan          

30%-75%  Basey

Mar-14 2015 (very low)  

2019 at 50% 

production

20% 

Quindapondan       

50% Basey

0-20% 

Quindapondan        

50% Basey

replant 40 per year; 

takes 8-10 years for 

new tree to produce 

fruit but 2-5 years for 

damaged trees to 

produce fruit

plantain, saba    

bananas, saging

0% Dec 2013 - Mar 

2014

Dec 2014 - Mar 

2015

0% from Mar 2015  @ 

150-300%

one year to produce 

but 3 new suckers from 

one old tree

vegetables 0% Jan-14 Apr-14 50% 125% increased in order to 

sell more
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 An estimate was also made of strategies to replace lost copra and fishing income. The different 

strategies are summarised in the box below. 

 

 

 Based on this information, an estimate was made of 2015 production levels bearing in mind 

recovery strategies as well as Yolanda damage. These estimates comprised a “problem 

specification”. The final outcome analysis is expressed as “total income” and is compared to two 

key thresholds – the survival threshold and livelihood protection threshold - in order to 

determine whether any food or income deficits will likely occur in the upcoming year.  

 

 

 

  

Livelihood Recovery Strategies  One Year Post-Yolanda

Upland Coconut Zone - Basey (Class I)

Plant rice and root crops for home consumption

Undertake agrigultural labour planting, weeding, harvesting rice - from April 2014

Undertake agricultural labour weeding root crops - from August 2014

Undertake hired labour harvesting copra (although reduced by 50%) - from Sept 2014

Upland Coconut Zone - Quindapondan (Class V)

Plant more root crops than pre-Yolanda for home consumption

Carry out hauling and construction labour, Yolanda rehabilitation, from Dec 2013

Undertake agriculture labour weeding root crops - from August 2014

Sell market vegetables at weekly market in MacArthur

Lowland Fishing Zone - Basey (Class I)
Increase frequency of shore fishing to replace fishing by boat

Increase self-employment activities (pedicab, laundry, hairdressing)

Carry out construction labour, Yolanda rehabilitation - from Jan 2014

Resume boat and line fishing (but reduced frequency) - from Jan 2014

Lowland Fishing Zone - Quidapondan (Class V)
Increase frequency of spear fishing by shore until boats repaired

Undertake agricultural labour harvesting copra  in the plains unaffected by Yolanda

Carry out construction labour, Yolanda rehabilitation - from August 2014

The total income graphs which are displayed for each livelihood zone summarise the 

analysis results.  Total income can be used as a measure of relative poverty. When viewed 

alongside the survival and livelihood protection thresholds, it can provide a measurement 

of food and livelihood security.  

The bar graphs show total household resources (food and income) for the current year. 

Cash income is converted into food equivalents using the staple grain for the unit of 

conversion. The total household income that is available in the current year is compared to 

how much food and income is needed to meet a basic household survival threshold and a 

household livelihood protection threshold. These thresholds represent the minimum 

resources needed to save lives and livelihoods. If total household income falls below the 

thresholds then a relief response is required to fill food and income gaps.  
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RESULTS – CURRENT YEAR SCENARIO 

UPLAND COCONUT ZONES 

 In 2014, there were two rice harvests. It is 

projected that there will also be two harvests in 2015. 

Notably, yields were higher in 2014 than in the Pre-

Yolanda reference year by an estimated 25%. It is 

assumed that the yield in 2015 will likewise be 125% of 

the 2012-2013 harvest.  

 After replanting root crops in early 2014, 

households were able to start consuming their own 

cassava, sweet potatoes and taro by July to October 

2014. By November 2014, consumption from own 

production was estimated to be at Pre-Yolanda levels.   

 Bananas and plantain trees take one year to re-

grow and produce fruit.  However, one old tree can 

produce up to three new seedlings. Hence, production 

of these fruits is expected to increase. Households also 

have the option to sell more fruits if they need 

additional income. 

 The loss of coconut trees in the selected Class I 

villages of Basey Municipality was not as severe as in the 

Quindapondan Municipality Class V villages and was 

estimated at 50% of pre-Yolanda levels. 

 

Total Household Income, Current Year Scenario, 2015, 

Class I villages, Basey Municipality 

 

 The loss of an estimated 50% copra income 

affects household total income only slightly. This is 

because the very poor did not earn much income 

from copra sales in the pre-Yolanda reference year 

due to few trees and the need to pay the land owner. 

 Daily labour opportunities were affected by 

the loss of copra trees. However, in this municipality, 

t is expected that the combination of daily work in 

the paddy fields as well as land clearing post-Yolanda 

and some copra daily labour will mean that hired 

work income will be at pre-Yolanda levels.   

Upland Coconut Zone - BASEY
Problem Specification Quantity

FOOD %norm

Rice 125%
Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 100%
Sweet Potato, kamote 100%
Taro, gabi 100%
Mixed vegetables 100%
Banana, saging 150%
Plantain, saba 150%

Problem Specification Quantity Price

INCOME %norm % norm

Rice 125% 115%

Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 100% 100%

copra 50% 120%

Ag.lab (cultivation) 100% 100%

Ag.lab (harvest) 100% 100%

4Ps, Safety Nets: no. people per HH100% 100%

staple food (rice) 118%

survival non-food 115%
livelihood protection items 130%

Total Income : Very Poor HHs

survival, 
117%

livelihoods 
protection, 

33%

crops, 
54%

crops, 
66%

crop sales, 10%

35%

ag.labour, 
37%

14%

other, 14%

30%

4P 
programme, 

26%

0%

50%
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200%
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 Price increases in the current year will 

affect how much it costs to meet survival and 

livelihood protection threshold levels. As long as 

rice yields are at 2014 levels and there is no loss 

in the availability of hired work, the very poor 

will be able to manage the price increases in rice 

and other staples (sugar, coffee, cooking oil and 

fish) as well as other basic goods (soap, shampoo 

and transport). However, the very poor are likely 

to face a cash shortfall for goods such as clothes, 

cell phone fees and fiesta.  

 Poor households will not likely be 

competing for the same hired labour jobs as the 

very poor because their total income will be 

sufficient to meet survival and livelihood 

protection thresholds as well as other expenses. 

 

In the current year, the very poor will likely meet their basic survival and livelihood protection needs 

due to the recovery of the rice and root crop sector. However, there will be almost no additional cash 

for other basic expenses such as clothes or fiesta.  

 

 In this zone, coconut trees were severely 

damaged by Yolanda.  It is estimated that 

production will only be at 10% of pre-Yolanda 

levels in the upcoming 2014-2015 year.  

 Root crops, vegetables and fruit trees 

were also wiped out by Yolanda. However, by 

November 2014, root crops and vegetables had 

been replanted.  

 Replanting of cassava was at a higher 

level than pre-Yolanda in order to cope with 

income shortages from lost copra income and 

possible lost income from hired labour during 

the copra harvest. Cassava will to large extent 

replace rice that was previously purchased. 

Hence, it is estimated that cassava will be at 

125% of pre-Yolanda levels.  

 Another income replacement strategy in 

the less remote villages of the municipality is to 

plant more vegetables to sell at weekly markets. 

Market vegetable sales will help households 

cope with lost copra income.   

Upland Coconut - QUINDAPONDAN
Problem Specification Quantity

FOOD %norm

Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 125%
Sweet Potato, kamote 100%
Taro, gabi 100%
Mixed vegetables 125%
Banana, saging 150%
Plantain, saba 150%

Problem Specification Quantity Price

INCOME %norm % norm

Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 125% 100%

Copra 10% 120%

Hired labour (cultivation; construction) 100% 100%

Hired labour (copra) 10% 100%

4Ps, safety nets 100% 100%

staple food (rice) 100% 140%

survival non-food 100% 115%

livelihood protection items 100% 130%

Total Income : Poor HHs
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 It is expected that there will still be hired labour opportunities involving weeding root crops, 

hauling banana harvests and clearing land as well as additional construction work associated 

with rebuilding infrastructure post-Yolanda. Hence, hired labour associated with root crops and 

construction is estimated to be at the same level (100%) as pre-Yolanda. 

Expenditures - Upland Coconut Zone – Quindapondan 

 The graph at left shows the project changes in 

expenditures in the upcoming year. Overall cash income 

and expenditures will fall given less income associated with 

the copra sector.  

 Higher own-cassava consumption will mean less 

expenditure on staple food (rice) notwithstanding 

increased rice prices.   

 The strategy of eating more home grown cassava 

allows households to still cover basic livelihood protection 

expenses and basic non-food survival expenses even with 

less income.  However, there will not be sufficient cash to 

cover other desirable expenses (the “other” category) 

which includes clothes, coffee, phone fees and fiesta.  

 

 

 

 

The combination of income losses from a devastated copra sector as well as higher rice prices will 

affect household total income. The very poor are predicted to be able to meet their survival and 

livelihood protection needs in the upcoming year – assuming continued 4P support – but there will not 

be cash available for other important expenses such as new clothes, coffee, and fiesta.  

 The risk is that if there are more households chasing limited hired labour opportunities then 

cash income will decrease further to a level that the very poor – and the poor – will not be able 

to meet basic livelihood protection needs.  The other risk is that post-Yolanda construction work 

may start to dwindle in mid to late-2015. This would see further drops in household income. 
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Total Household Income, Current Year Scenario, 2015, Class V villages, Quindapondan Municipality 

  

 Poor households will likely fill the income gap with hired labour. However, greater competition 

for local work may mean less work is available for the very poor. Hence, a risk is that income 

levels will become too low to meet basic livelihood protection needs.   
 Competition for construction work also means that recovery is more precarious in the Class V 

villages than in the Class I villages of the upland coconut zone. 
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LOWLAND FISHING ZONES 

 Post-Yolanda, in 2014, there were two rice 

harvests. Yields were higher than in 2013.  Although 

most very poor fishing households are not rice farmers, 

they work as hired agricultural labourers (clearing land, 

planting, weeding and harvesting rice). Hence an 

expected good year for rice cultivation will mean that 

agricultural work will be available in the current year.  

 Root crops were replanted in early 2014 and 

households began to harvest root crops from their 

gardens by mid-2014.  Quantities are projected to return 

to pre-Yolanda levels in the upcoming year. 

 Most livestock were washed away and drowned 

when the typhoon hit. Some households replaced their 

pigs using money provided through livelihood support 

programmes.  

 Recovery of the fish sector has not been 

uniform. In 2014, shore fishing increased to replace lost 

income from net and line fishing by boat. Villagers 

estimated that by January 2015, the daily catch by shore 

fishing will reach pre-Yolanda levels. 

 

Total Household Income, Current Year Scenario, 2015, Class I villages, Basey Municipality 

 Boat fishing resumed on a low scale in March-

May 2014 even though not all the destroyed nets had 

been re-purchased.   

 However, there are reportedly more households 

fishing than pre-Yolanda. Consequently, households 

noted that the volume of the daily catch had gone 

down. Nonetheless, households estimated that the daily 

catch by boat will return to pre-Yolanda levels by May 

2015. 

 To help cover the cost of rising prices for basic 

goods, many of the very poor are undertaking additional 

work including operating a pedicab, hairdressing, selling 

prepared food and carpentry. 

 Due to this coping strategy,  it is predicted that 

the very poor fishers in Class I villages will be able to 

meet their survival and livelihood protection needs, 

including covering the rising cost of the staple food rice 

and the rising cost of other basic goods. 

Lowland Fishing Zone - BASEY
Problem Specification Quantity

FOOD %norm

Rice 125%
Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 100%
Mixed vegetables 100%
Banana, saging 150%
Plantain, saba 150%
Fish 80%

Problem Specification Quantity Price

INCOME %norm % norm

Pig sales 50% 100%

Chicken sales 100% 100%

Fishing 80% 120%

Ag.labour 125% 100%

Self-employment 125% 100%

4Ps, Safety Nets: no. people per HH100% 100%

staple food (rice) 115%

survival non-food 115%
livelihood protection 130%

Total Income : Very Poor HHs
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 In the selected fishing villages of 

Quindapondan Municipality, very poor fisher-

farmers reportedly delayed re-planting root crops 

in order to focus on rebuilding their homes and 

restocking lost or damaged fishing equipment.  By 

March 2015, all of the damaged cassava will have 

been replanted. However, it will be an additional 

7-8 months before the cassava is ready for 

harvesting.  

 Currently, about 50% of the original 

amount grown has been replanted and will be 

ready for consumption in 2015.  

 Very poor fisher-farmers on average 

suffered a 75% loss of coconut trees.  The 

remaining trees will produce some fruit in 2015 

but at lower levels. 

 The loss of coconut trees will also 

significantly affect hired labour opportunities. 

Agricultural work can still be found clearing land 

and weeding root crops. Moreover, additional 

work in areas less affected by Yolanda will replace 

some of the lost income from reduced local agricultural labour opportunities. 

 

Total Household Income, Current Year Scenario, Nov 2014-April 2015, Class V villages, Quindapondan 

Municipality 

 The very poor will try to increase how often 

they engage in hired construction work and/or 

undertake self-employment activities (carpentry 

and  laundry work for instance) in order to cope 

with reduced fish income, reduced copra income 

and less root crop consumption.  

 The fishing sector has slowly recovered as 

essential fishing tools and boats were acquired – in 

large part through the Typhoon Yolanda 

rehabilitation efforts.  

 Nonetheless, it is estimated that food and 

income from fishing will not be at pre-Yolanda 

levels due to the continued rehabilitation of the 

sector that will continue through the end of 2014. 

Very poor fishers reported having less access to 

boat rental. Moreover, there was said to be more 

competition (more fishers at sea) which could 

reduce the daily catch.  

Lowland Fishing QUINDAPONDAN

Problem Specification Quantity

FOOD %norm

Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 50%
Sweet potato 50%
Plantain, saba 50%
Yam 50%
Mixed vegetables, fruit 50%
Fish 75%

Problem Specification Quantity Price

INCOME %norm % norm

Cassava, kamoteng kahoy 50% 100%

Fish sales 75% 100%

Copra sales 25% 120%

Ag.labour (cultivation) 75% 100%

Ag.labour (harvest) 75% 100%

Self-employment 125% 100%

staple food (rice) 117%

survival non-food 115%
livelihood protection 130%

Total Income : Very Poor HHs
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 To compensate for less frequent access to boats, the very poor reported that their strategy is to 

fish from shore using either the sudsod frame or spear fishing by night.  Nonetheless, food and 

income access from fish is estimated to be at 75% of the pre-Yolanda level. 

 Notably, prices for basic goods such as rice, coffee, cooking oil, soap and fishing equipment 

increased post-Yolanda. Prices are unlikely to return to pre-Yolanda levels in 2015. 

 

 As a result of the impacts of Typhoon Yolanda on fishing, 

copra and farming activities, as well as the increase in prices of 

essential goods, the very poor will be able to meet their basic survival 

needs. However, they will face a livelihoods protection deficit for the 

first half of the current year. To cope with the expenditure gap, the 

very poor will need to replace lost income and reduced root crops by 

looking for additional work in areas not as affected by Yolanda.  

 Notably, there will not be sufficient income in the current year 

to cover some livelihood protection expenses such as medicine or 

meat or cooking oil. They also cannot afford “other” expenses such as 

fiesta, new clothes or alcohol (see expenditure graph at left). 

 

  

 

Total HH Income, May-Oct 2015 Current Year Scenario, Class V villages, Quindapondan Municipality 

 In the lowland fishing zone of the Class V 

villages of Quindapondan Municipality, conditions 

will likely improve in May-Oct 2015.  

 Most importantly, consumption of root 

crops from own-production will return to pre-

Yolanda levels. This will free up money as less rice 

will need to be purchased. 

 Secondly, the frequency and volume of 

the daily catch will likely return to pre-Yolanda 

levels by the end of 2015 and into 2016. 

 However, losses of copra income as well 

as losses of local hired labour opportunities in the 

copra sector will continue to be felt on the total 

income of the very poor. 

 This means that they will be able to 

afford almost all of their essential and “extra” 

expenses of the pre-Yolanda year but some 

expenditure gaps will continue to be felt.  
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Research Implications 

 

 Targeting: Although there are more very poor households in the Class V municipality than in the 

Class I municipality, the livelihood patterns of the very poor themselves are not very different.  

 This suggests that a programme such as the 4P programme which targets the very poor in all 

municipalities, is a sensible safety net tool.  Targeting in the 4P programme takes into account 

that those depending on unskilled daily labour or who are land tenants or boat renters with a 

small volume of goods and/or low value products to sell, or with little economic diversity, will 

find it difficult to secure enough income to fully cover the cost of essential non-food goods and 

services.  The focus on supporting education to encourage skill acquisition is an important safety 

net strategy in all municipalities. 

 Food Access:  Households in both livelihood zones are able to secure sufficient food one year 

post-Yolanda. Cassava in particular is a fairly flexible food source that can be drawn on when 

households are short on cash to purchase rice. In the fishing zone, fishers are more dependent 

on the fish-rice terms of trade. However, fish is a higher value commodity than rice which 

benefits the fish seller. In general, the very poor had a fairly diverse diet but one that 

nonetheless is very high in staple carbohydrates. 

 Income Access:  In both pre- and post-Yolanda, the very poor fall below the USD $1.25 per 

person per day poverty threshold (see graph below).  

 
Total Income, pre-Yolanda and Current Year (2015) compared to the USD 1.25 pppd poverty line 

 
 

 One year post-Yolanda, total income levels have yet to fully recover and in all cases, total 

income falls below the USD 1.25 per person per day poverty threshold. Poverty is being felt 

mainly as an income (or expenditure) gap which means that the very poor have insufficient 

income to invest in skills or goods that generate livelihood resilience.  

 The income gap in terms of post-Yolanda recovery is shown below:  
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 This income gap is translated as insufficient income to maintain livelihoods at the pre-Yolanda 

level. The current year income gap ranges from about 88 peso -811 peso per household per 

month.  This compares to a local labour rate of 120 – 200 peso per person per day. In relation to 

fish sales, big fish typically sell for about 100-150 peso per kg.  

 The income gap is highest in the lowland fishing Class V villages of Quindapondan municipality 

because their livelihood costs were relatively high pre-Yolanda due to income diversity. Their 

costs included fishing equipment, boat rental and copra hauling. In November 2014, the income 

gap was estimated at approximately peso 2,300 per household (hh) per month. However, it is 

predicted that once cassava has matured, the gap will drop to about peso 811/hh per month.  

 The 4P programme has been an important resource for the very poor in both Class I and Class V 

villages to fill chronic income gaps. Without this resource, the very poor in the upland coconut 

Class I and Class V villages could not afford the items in the livelihood protection basket. These 

items include essential services (education, medical); diet diversity (protein foods and cooking 

oil); livelihood inputs (seeds, tools, copra hauling, transport); and “standard of living” inputs 

(clothing, coffee/tea, tax).  

 The 4P Programme and Recovery: Many agencies have adapted their funding and programming 

mechanisms to allow the flexible expansion and contraction of ongoing projects to address 

acute needs during periods of relief and recovery in order to provide an integrated approach. 

The 4P programme could adopt this approach and provide expanded livelihood support funding 

for recovery as long as there were clear "exit" benchmarks (i.e., when households returned to 

pre-shock resource levels). One additional tranche of 4P payment in the second year of recovery 

would help fill the income gap.  This would have made a difference to the very poor in the Class 

V fishing villages before their cassava matured. 

 The 4P Programme and Livelihood Resilience: Safety net interventions help the chronically poor 

avoid asset depletion and destitution during crises and hence promote faster recovery post-

crisis. Productive safety net programming assist the poor to move out of poverty and become 

resilient to shocks. Ultimately, a household moves out of a productive safety net programme 

when they meet the wealth criteria of a livelihood resilient wealth group.  Current levels of the 

4P programme would need to be increased substantially in order to provide sustained resources 

sufficient for livelihood resilience. This effort may be too ambitious for a national programme as 

it requires tailored support at the community level. Nonetheless, the 4Ps bi-monthly cash 

transfers, with the emphasis on education, is a vital livelihood protection input. Additional 

support for skill acquisition post-secondary school would be a useful addition.  

 

Income Gap**   

Philippine Peso

Current Yr 2015 coconut_Basey coconut_Quin fishing_Basey fishing_Quin*

HH/yr 1050 8760 8200 9726

HH/per month 88 730 680 811

person/year 130 1250 1170 1390

** Refers  to total  income not just cash income * Nov 2015 result
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 In sum, recovery has been slower in the 

Class V fishing villages and is more precarious in the 

Class V coconut villages. Recovery is measured by 

the degree affected households have returned to 

pre-Yolanda levels. 

 However, in both Class I and Class V villages, 

total household income even in the pre-Yolanda 

year was below the poverty line.  

 


